KA1 ERASMUS+

Learner mobility

The Erasmus+ Key Action 1 programme now also supports learner mobility for adult learners for organisations active in the field of ALE!

WHO CAN PARTICIPATE?

Individuals and groups of adult learners with fewer opportunities (in particular low-skilled adult learners).

GROUP MOBILITY

A group of adult learners can spend time in another country and learn from other organisations, accompanied and supported by teachers.

INDIVIDUAL LEARNER MOBILITY

Adult learners can spend time in an organisation abroad, following an individual learning programme.

WHO IS ELIGIBLE?

Adult learners with fewer opportunities, especially low-skilled adult learners. They must be enrolled in an adult education programme at the sending organisation.
**WHERE CAN YOU FIND A HOST ORGANISATION?**

EPALE, the Electronic Platform for Adult Learning in Europe, can help sending organisations to find partners for their learning mobility.

**HOW DOES IT WORK?**

**APPLICANT ORGANISATION**

The home organisation has to apply for funding. If approved, they have to organise the travelling, meaning they are the sending organisation. This home organisation will then select adult learners and send them to a hosting organisation abroad.

Participating in KA1, the home organisations should actively promote:
- inclusion and diversity
- environmental sustainability
- digital education

**WHAT ARE THE APPLICATION DEADLINES?**

**IN 2022:**

Round 1: 23 February at 12:00:00 (midday Brussels time)

Round 2: 4 October at 12:00

(Not all National Agencies may choose to open a second round!)

**FURTHER INFORMATION**
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